As we begin a new year, our Autumnwood family and staff would like to thank you for your patronage over the past year. You are the life of our business and we appreciate you choosing “tasty” milk. We look forward to continuing to provide you with quality milk and local products.

News on the Farm

The new year was brought in with a blast of winter’s chill. The sub-zero temperatures created challenges for the normal daily work routine. Along with keeping equipment running and waterers from freezing, more effort has to be made to keep the cattle dry and comfortable.

During the frigid temperatures, the milking cows are kept in the barn. Extra cornstalk bedding is added to the youngstock housing areas. Cold temperatures can be difficult for baby calves. They have to use a lot of their energy to keep warm due to the high percentage of surface area exposed to the air. Our babies are enveloped in calf jackets which add extra warmth and insulation (as shown in the photo.) We are enjoying the milder temperatures currently and are planning for the seven calves that will be born during the month of February.

Our milking barn features forty stalls and one maternity/hospital pen. One of our 4-H show cows, Date, has been the occupant of the pen since spraining her hock (rear knee) while in heat. Meanwhile, during the recent cold snap, another cow had delivered a calf and was having a difficult time adjusting to her stall, so she was given the pen.

While sub-zero temps. endured, every cow stayed in place. Once warmer weather arrived, the cows got outside for the day. Upon re-entering the barn for evening milking, Date made a beeline for the pen, reclaiming her luxury suite as her own. After all, as a show cow, she has become accustomed to life being all about her. Date has now made this trek to the pen a part of her daily routine. We’ll let her bask in leisure for awhile longer until the next maternity cow beckons the need for the pen.

WANTED!

Your empty milk bottles

Please help us by returning your clean milk bottles to the farm store or one of our retail locations. Our bottles are reusable so we do depend on them to supply our stores and you, as customers with your milk needs. Thank you!